OSP: Creating Variable Payments and
Obligations (Summary)
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Why Use Summary Obligations?
Summary Obligations allow you to set up a variable payment option for parents where they choose how
much to pay for an item, such as a damaged locker or lost library book. Summary Obligations can also be
used for donations when you want the purchaser to choose how much they wish to pay and/or contribute
to your school.
Setting up Summary Obligations is similar to setting up an Activity, but the obligation never goes
“offline” for sale, Remember that an Activity has specific start and end sale dates. Summary Obligations
also have no set price since these are overall categories which will always have different payment
amounts, such as donations for a Band Trip or student obligation for a lost library book. When deposits
are distributed by OSP to your bank account, they are also associated with a specific Fund Account.
Once the Summary Obligation has been created, it is available immediately on the parent site. Since there
are no dates for an Obligation to go online or offline for sale, the Obligation Type always appears on the
parent site unless you choose to delete it.
Reports such as the Summary Obligations Payment report allow you to review which student obligations
have had payments made against them. You can also download this report into Excel format and
customize and sort the data for your own records.

Creating a Summary Obligation
1. Select Setup | Student Oblig Setup the main menu.
Student Obligation Setup screen appears. Any existing Summary Obligations are also displayed.
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2. Choose the Add New Obligation link.
The Student Oblig Setup menu appears. The Obligation Type ID is automatically created by OSP for
you.

3. Enter the name of the Summary Obligation, such as Lost Library Book in the Obligation Type
Description field.
4. Enter the Teacher/Sponsor’s information in the Sponsor fields.
5. Enter the Fund Account number where the funds will be deposited or choose from an existing Fund
Account.
6. Press the Update link to add this Student Obligation to your school’s list of Obligations.
The new Student Obligation now appears on the OSP Student Obligation list.
The Student Obligation Type is now available for parents to pay against an obligation.
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How Parents Pay for an Obligation
1. The parent logs into your school district’s OSP site. If this is a new parent account, they also have to
add the student to their profile to be able to pay for an Obligation.
2. They select the Pay Obligations option along the menu bar.

The Summary Obligation Payment screen appears.

3. They choose the student from the Select Student Profile dropdown list box.
4. They select the school the student attends so that funds are sent to the correct school.
5. They choose the Obligation Type (which you have already set up).
6. They choose how much to pay in the Amount to Pay field.
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7. They should also provide some information about the payment and what it is to be applied to in the
Describe Obligation field.
8. Once all of the information has been completed, they should press Add to Cart to add this
Obligation to their shopping cart.
The Student Obligation now appears in their shopping cart.

Next Steps
Parents can proceed with purchasing additional activities at this school or they can now check out.
The Check Out process is the same as the Activity Check Out process. Parents can also make
additional Obligation payments or Activity purchases and add them to this shopping cart.
Note: All items in the shopping cart should be for the same school.

Generating an Obligation Payments Report
The Summary Obligations Payments report allows you to see which students have paid for obligations
within a date range. It also includes the first and last name of the Purchaser as well as the obligation
amount paid and the information which was entered into the Description field. The report is organized by
student ID. The report also gives a total amount of funds collected for that date range at the bottom of the
report.
As with all OSP reports, remember that you can always export the report to an Excel .xls file on your
computer and sort the data to fit your requirements.
1. Select Reports | Summary Obligations Payment from the main menu.
The Summary Obligations Payment screen appears.

1. Enter the start date for this report in the Beginning Payment Date field.
2. Enter the last date for this report in the Ending Payment Date field.
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3. Select the magnifying glass icon to start the report generations.
The OSP Summary Obligations report appears with the date range you specified.

Deleting Summary Obligations
Once a Summary Obligation has been created, it always appears on the parent site when they choose to
pay obligations for a student since there are no dates for an obligation to go online and offline for sale.
The only way to hide an obligation from the parent site, is to delete the obligation.
1. Select the Setup | Student Oblig Setup option from your school district’s OSP Portal.
The OSP Student Obligation list appears with the current Student Obligations available for your
school.
2. Select the Delete option on the right side of the Obligation Type that you want to remove.
OSP displays a message asking if you want to delete this Obligation.

3. Press OK to continue and to delete this Obligation.
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OSP deletes this Obligation from your list of available obligations and it is no longer available
for parents to make Obligation Payments.
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